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INDOOR TO OUTDOOR 
AND VICE VERSA 
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Outdoor furniture that brings cosy indoor living outside – I can’t even imagine anything 

different. It’s a development that Borek wholeheartedly embraces and promotes. Making 

outdoor living just as warm and comfortable as indoor. Go for a garden that exudes that 

atmosphere. Choose comfortable, sophisticated outdoor furniture that you can leave 

outside all year long. Enjoy some quiet solitude or time with each other. Indulge in the 

silence of the moment. Create an outdoor space that exudes an atmosphere of ultimate 

relaxation. 

Together with our international team of renowned designers and our own design studio, we work hard throughout 

the entire year to capture that feeling of leisure, comfort and sustainability and turn our sketches into another new 

collection. Our fixed approach is always to create that recognisable and highly valued Borek style: elegance with a 

keen eye for detail and subdued, light, and pure lines. The design determines the overall image, but we put just as 

much store in comfort and timeless elegance when we make our final decisions. This is how we have been making 

Borek collections of outdoor furniture and parasols for 45 years and of which we couldn’t be more proud. For the 

coming season, we took on board today’s trend of making the outdoor space even more unique. Our 2022 collection 

has once more been created with care, expertise, and passionate dedication. 

The international look and feel, intensifying the collaboration with our international designers, and the growing 

interest in our collections abroad: Borek has a great international vibe. And despite all the international attention we 

get, we stay true to our roots and characteristic designs. Browse through our new brochure and experience Borek’s 

authenticity. Realise dreams with outdoor furniture of today and tomorrow. Wonderful outdoor living is right outside 

your door. And whatever the weather forecast says – the sun never hides with us. 

Frank Bogaers
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ALREADY 45 YEARS OF PURE, 
HOME-GROWN DESIGN

LOSE YOURSELF IN BEAUTY

Borek is a family business that was established by Wil Bogaers in 1977. He started out importing 

parasols and named his company BOREK, a combination of the name Bogaers and the term 

recreation (“rekreatie” in Dutch). Under the leadership of his son Frank, Borek has grown into a 

thriving outdoor furniture company with a strong formula that enjoys both national and international 

success. From the beginning, the company has stood for courage, boldness, creativity and 

thoroughness. Borek is committed to working with designers who embrace our style and work 

together with us to bring that same style to the next stage of evolution. We therefore carefully 

choose our designers, with close and equal collaboration being an absolute must. It fills us with pride 

that we’ve been creating a stir as a Dutch company over 45 years. We’re a quality brand with a high 

degree of attention to appearance, experience, quality and service. The showroom in Oisterwijk 

was built under architectural guidance and the interior decoration carried out with a passion for 

style. We sought advice from Marcel Wolterinck on this. With his knowledge and great sense of 

atmosphere, he created an eminently suitable environment for our products.
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HANDCRAFTED  
BY BOREK
HONEST & SUSTAINABLE

The outdoor environment is a source of peace and security, to enjoy spending hours with family & 

friends. These moments and this feeling inspires Borek, together with renowned designers and our own 

design studio, to give shape to our outdoor furniture! Outdoor living requires its own styling that reflects 

personality and character. The collections of outdoor furniture and parasols by Borek are developed with 

keeping this vision in mind. The stylish and timeless products reflect an ultimate sense of freedom and 

enjoyment, allowing you to embrace the outdoors in all its glory. The designs and the use of sustainable 

materials during the production process, result always in timeless, beautiful and comfortable outdoor 

furniture, that defies all weathers. Every piece of furniture and parasol has been designed according 

to the high-quality standards Borek has been proud of for 45 years. It is the core of the brand and the 

foundation for our high level of service.
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ENJOYING THE OUTDOORS  
WITH EXTRAORDINARY BOREK
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HYBRID lounge & low dining on wheels, CHEPRI chair, LIMONE table.
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HYBRID lounger on wheels & side table.



HYBRID daybed on wheels, ELENA parasol.
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HYBRID low dining chair on wheels & low dining table, POSITANO lantern.



LUXURY
& COMFORT
BY STUDIO BOREK 

HYBRID low dining chair on wheels & low dining table, POSITANO lantern.
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SOFTLINE lounge, CHEPRI coffee table & side table.



BOREK
BY MENEGHELLO PAOLELLI

The Softline collection is designed by the Italian designer duo Meneghello Paolelli. 

Internationally awarded with multiple Designer Awards. They strive for innovation, 

both in concept and aesthetics, but this has never been the goal in itself. “Anchoring 

innovation to the concrete need, functionality, beauty and quality: that is the mission”. 

The Italian touch of this duo is clearly visible in the Softline and it has been making a big 

impression since its introduction with it. The teak frame of the robust Softline lounge 

seats look traditional. The innovative aspect is the removable fabric set-up. Artisanal 

produced back cushions, attached together, are simply slid over the aluminum uprights. 

This creates a flowing and extremely comfortable lounge experience. The decorative 

loose cushions in Shell fabric Milky Brown, have a coarse mesh structure and are water- 

and dirt-resistant. The Softline collection is fully modular, expandable and suitable for 

both indoor and outdoor use.
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SOFTLINE lounge, CHEPRI side table.



SOFTLINE lounge, CHEPRI side table.

LOVELY 
MOMENTS
SIMPLICITY AND COMFORT
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SOFTLINE lounge, CHEPRI coffee table & side table, POSITANO lanterns, OVAR lounger, CUSANO pouffe.
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SOFTLINE lounge, CUSANO pouffe, RODI parasol.



IL BUENO,  
IL SOFTLINE
BY MENEGHELLO PAOLELLI
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HYBRID low dining backless bench & low dining table.



THE FEELING OF A LUXURY VACATION! 

People are yearning more than ever for luxury holiday destinations and sun-drenched paradises. Frans van Rens 

perfectly captures this desire in his HYBRID collection for BOREK. The luxury lounge series - made of sustainable 

plantation teak - will be expanded next season. After all, BOREK outdoor furniture stands for the ultimate family 

feeling. After its successful introduction, the Dutch designer will implement a major upgrade in 2022, from dining to 

complete lounge. The signature of HYBRID is unmistakable. The aluminium backrests and angled wooden legs are 

pleasant to the eye. The dining chair is somewhat narrower and – like the lounge version and the sofa – can be moved. 

These items are equipped with invisible wheels, which increases the ease of use enormously. Effortless and silent 

movement ensures an optimal user experience and thus a surprising upgrade to the next level of Premium Outdoor 

Living. The new tables, as well as the lounger and daybed, complete the collection. The HYBRID family exudes power 

and timeless design.

HYBRID 
COMFORT TO THE MAX 

BY FRANS VAN RENS 
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HYBRID chair on wheels & table.



HYBRID lounge chair on wheels, sofa on wheels & coffee table.

THE SIGNATURE 
OF HYBRID 
IS UNMISTAKABLE
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CHEPRI lounge chair.



BOREK
BY HUGO DE RUITER

“I consider furniture to be a third skin. Just like good clothing, furniture needs to fit 

well and suit you. Your interior and the design of your terrace forms a distinctive 

signature of who you are. My furniture is dynamic in form and use. A piece of 

furniture must adapt to the user and follow their daily life, from a moment to yourself 

to a hospitable gathering with friends. With active seating comfort during the day, 

and nice and lazy in the evening.”

BOREK
BY HUGO DE RUITER

I consider furniture to be a third skin. Just like with good clothing, furniture needs to fit well and suit you. Your 

interior and the design of your terrace forms a distinctive signature of who you are. My furniture is dynamic in 

form and use. In my designs, I start with the experience and designing seating ideas. “Form follows life” is my 

creed for this. A piece of furniture must adapt to the user and follow their daily life, from a moment to yourself to 

a hospitable gathering with friends. With active seating comfort during the day, and nice and lazy in the evening. 

In my furniture designs, I always look for meaningful innovations. During my studies, I often find non-conformist 

solutions with strikingly functional properties and a surprising design. I get to play in the international champions 

league of furniture designs with brands like De Sede, Jori and Leolux. I am very pleased I added Borek to that 

list of fame. Borek understands the importance of design and collaboration with renowned designers like no 

other brand, while also safeguarding the interests of consumers and dealers with their decades of experience. 

Compared to interior furniture, there are additional challenges when it comes to designing outdoor furniture. 

The materials need to be indestructible and able to withstand the effects of weather, wind and UV rays. Outdoor 

furniture is used intensively, but they are also visible 24/7 on your terrace 

or patio. That is why I try to shape them as a landmark on your terrace. 

Borek and I ensure a 100% responsible and even tasteful mix of materials 

that will fully meet your expectations. 
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CHEPRI chair, LIMONE table, HYBRID low dining chair on wheels & table.



PURE 
ELEGANCE
BY BOREK

POSITANO lantern large.
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CHEPRI lounge chair, sofa, coffee table & side table.



CHEPRI sofa & coffee table. 
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CHEPRI chair & table, CAPRI parasol.
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ALL AROUND 
PENICHE 
RELAX AROUND THE CLOCK



MIRA chair, PENICHE table, CUSANO pouffe.
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MIRA high dining chair, LIMONE high dining table, LUCIA parasol.



MIRA chair, PENICHE table.
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MIRA chair, PENICHE table.  



MIRA high dining chair, PENICHE high dining table.  

A SUCCESSFUL 
COMBINATION
BY STUDIO BOREK 
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SOFTLINE lounge, CHEPRI coffee table & side table, POSITANO lanterns. 



TIMELESS COMBINATIONS
NEXT LEVEL OF PREMIUM OUTDOOR LIVING 

OVAR lounger, CUSANO pouffe.
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LINCOLN lounge.



BOREK
BY ERIC KUSTER

“The collection I designed for Borek clearly distinguishes itself from other outdoor furniture 

by its timeless, international appeal. Each piece of furniture individually blends in with 

any given interior style, around the world. I consciously opted for generously-sized, solid 

designs. Subtle or delicate furniture easily sees itself diminished in an existing space; large-

sized pieces allow for creating true interior statements, giving way to a complete new look 

that incorporates the already existing designs in a space. The outdoor furniture collection 

follows naturally from my own furniture line “Eric Kuster Metropolitan Luxury. Just like the 

collection, this furniture is of exceptional quality, luxurious and extremely comfortable. I 

give importance to the fact that both my interior and exterior collections speak the same 

language: it allows for a coherent whole of the interior design and adjacent garden. Borek and 

I share the same design principles: an international and timeless look, outstanding quality, 

luxury and comfort. It has made our collaboration a 

smooth, enjoyable and successful process, and, as 

the past has shown us, something to be repeated.”
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LINCOLN lounge, PASTURO lounge chair, CROCHETTE decorative cushion & pouffe, BRAGA parasol.
BACKGROUND: SILVES wing chair.



SILVES wing chair.
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MAJINTO, RISE 
AND SHINE
BY STUDIO BOREK



MAJINTO chair, SEVILLA table.
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CADIZ lounge & coffee table, SEVILLA side table, DESIO pouffe.



MAJINTO sofa, TARIFA side table.
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EXCEPTIONALLY 
BEAUTIFUL
EXCEPTIONALLY SUSTAINABLE

TRAY.



MAJINTO chair & lounge chair, FARO table, CADIZ lounge & coffee table. 
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MAJINTO high dining chair, PENICHE high dining table, ELENA parasol.
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ENJOYING THE 
OUTDOORS 
WITH EXTRAORDINARY BOREK



MAJINTO high dining chair, FARO high dining table.
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SAMOS chair, FARO table.



BOREK
BY BERTRAM BEERBAUM

Bertram Beerbaum started his career just after finishing his study, and over the past 20 years he 

worked his way up to becoming the owner of KABAZ, a well-known architectural design company in 

the greater Amsterdam area. His style is bold, daring, chic, contemporary and at the same time always 

functional. A passion for craftsmanship, creativity and pure materials are the main criteria for each and 

every product. His desire to integrate interior design with product design in order to create conceptual 

and yet comfortable homes has resulted in his own product design line, Bertram Beerbaum. The holistic 

blend of interior and garden design are essential to comfortable living. “I want people to enjoy design. 

So together with Borek, we have developed the Faro collection, which fuses bold design, function and 

fun in a way that allows you to stylishly and comfortably enjoy outdoor living. You can easily carry your 

comfortable indoor style right through to your outdoor living space.”
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FARO lounge chair.



FARO 
PLEASURE
BY BERTRAM BEERBAUM 

FARO lounge chair.
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ENJOY DESIGN 
EACH TABLE IS UNIQUE BECAUSE OF ITS PRINT 



ANDRIA chair, FARO table.  BACKGROUND: MONSARAZ lounge chair, FORCE side table.
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URBINO low dining chair, FARO low dining table.



UPPING  
THE ANTE
WITH STUDIO BOREK 
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ANTIBES foldable director chair, FARO table.  



A TRUE EYE-CATCHER 
MULTIFUNCTIONAL AND MULTI-USABLE
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COLETTE chair, LIMONE table.



POSITANO lantern.

BEAUTY & 
SIMPLICITY 
BY STUDIO BOREK 
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COLETTE lounge chair, FLORIDA parasol.



ATTRACTIVE
& TIMELESS
BY STUDIO BOREK 
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COLETTE lounge chair.



COLETTE chair, ISCHIA parasol.
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COSENZA sofa, pouffe/table & side table.  



BOREK
BY WOLTERINCK

The great force behind Wolterinck is home designer Marcel Wolterinck. With his team, he designs 

interiors, exteriors, gardens, patios and products. Working from his base at Wolterinck’s World, his store 

in the province of North Holland in the Netherlands, he ensures that spaces at home and abroad undergo 

the Wolterinck metamorphosis – one that is always based on peace, rhythm, and symmetry. His use 

of colour is sober and his materials are pure. He always tries to connect the ‘indoors’ to the ‘outdoors’. 

Marcel Wolterinck: “I got my inspiration from gardens that appealed to me, and which exuded peace, 

rhythm, and symmetry. Another important aspect to me is that the interior of the house matches the 

space outside. A smooth transition between these worlds gives one a good feeling and increases the 

overall size of the living environment.” This ‘good feeling’ needs to be reflected in the furniture as well. 

“First and foremost, a chair needs to be comfortable to sit on and, secondly, I like to use special materials, 

e.g. the belt in the Modena series. Furthermore, ease of use is crucial. Due to the loose elements of the 

Murcia collection, it can be turned into a larger couch or a corner couch, if desired. The cushions provide 

both pleasant comfort and a nice contrast to the taut horizontal 

lines of the collection. Basically, our collaboration has led to a 

successful collection, one I am very proud of.”
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COSENZA sofa, pouffe/table & side table, PORTO parasol.



COSENZA chair, TARIFA table.

COSENZA chair, TARIFA table. BACKGROUND: CADIZ lounger, PORTIMAO parasol.
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MODENA lounge chair.

MODENA
PURE ENJOYMENT 



MODENA chair, RODI parasol.
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MURCIA lounge, coffee table, side table & island/table, LENO beanbag, TRAY.



MURCIA lounge, coffee table & island/table, CALCARA lounger.
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ANDRIA chair, VITORIA table. Background: MURCIA lounge.



MURCIA lounge.

FAMILY 
MATTERS
A PLACE FOR EVERYONE
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MURCIA lounge, DESIO pouffe. 



PASTURO lounge chair, PESARO side table.
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PASTURO lounge chair & sofa.

PASTURO 
BY BOREK
ATTRACTIVE AND COMFORTABLE 



PASTURO daybed.
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TRAY.



VALLDEMOSSA lounge chair & sofa.
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BERGEN chair & table.



BOREK
BY REMY MEIJERS

Interior architect and designer Remy Meijers loves serenity. Especially in his designs. Therefore he 

does not limit himself to broad strokes, but also focuses on the tiniest of details. That is how he 

produces interiors and products that exude a wonderful sense of calm in all their simplicity. The 

approach of Meijers, who started his own office in 2000, appeals to the imagination. His designs are 

part of the collections of leading brands. Both his designs and interiors are popular with journalists, 

bloggers, and tv producers. A few projects are bundled in his monograph Shades of Grey (2011). “At 

Borek convenience comes first. Thereby the focus is on design and sustainability. This approach made 

it easy is for me to join forces. For Bergen, I have tried to look beyond the boundaries of standard 

garden furniture. In this case, simple lines are characteristic for Bergen tables and seating furniture. 

Therefore the aluminium frame served as a starting point. It is a continuous form in which seat and 

table top are apparently clamped in. The construction is barely visible so that the different elements 

seem to form a whole. They are geometric objects with a 

robust, almost cubist look that blur the boundary between 

interior and garden”
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BERGEN chair & table. 



BERGEN lounge chair, sofa & coffee table. 
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SEVILLA lounge chair, FORCE coffee table. 



For the collections Cadiz, Parga, Sevilla and Tarifa, BOREK is using reclaimed teak. This recycled teakwood comes 

from old houses, buildings and boats from Java. The wood has already been through a lot, so it shows some rough 

imperfections, which give it a very contemporary look. A cool branded logo emphasises this. The tapering legs are 

typical features of the Cadiz collection. This robust series includes a wide range of tables, and furniture for sitting or 

lying, that make every arrangement possible. The Sevilla series adds to this with more cubistic furniture. Parga and 

Tarifa complete the range with a series of tables, backless benches and side tables.  Reclaimed teak in the garden 

provides a warm feeling and because of the neutral wood colour is it easy to combine with both rope as aluminium 

furniture by BOREK. 

READY TO TEAK 
BY STUDIO BOREK 
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SEVILLA lounge chair, sofa, coffee table & side table, CROCHETTE decorative cushion & pouffe.

RECLAIMED TEAK 
CONTEMPORARY LOOK 



SEVILLA side table, CROCHETTE pouffe.

SEVILLA chair & table.
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LIVING IN 
LUXURY
BY BOREK



CADIZ lounge, VERDASIO lounge chair, TARIFA side table.
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CADIZ lounge, VERDASIO lounge chair without armrests, TARIFA side table.
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VERDASIO lounge chair without armrests.

White Rock Villas, Mykonos/Greece.



The Verdasio collection is a true classic design! The lounge chair without armrests is made from teak 

wood and sand-coloured knotted rope. The subtle combination of materials and colours gives a 

familiar look and feel. The original design is reminiscent of furniture designs from the 1950’s. However, 

the Verdasio lounge chair without armrests excels in quality and contemporary seating comfort.

VERDASIO
CLASSIC DESIGN
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VERDASIO lounge chair without armrests.
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URBINO low dining chair, LIMONE low dining table, POSITANO lantern. 



URBINO low dining chair, LAZISE side table. 
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POSITANO lantern.



MILANO sofa.
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LENO beanbag, CROCHETTE pouffe, PESARO side table.



PESARO side table & coffee table.

CROCHETTE pouffe & PESARO side table.
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LET 
‘VALLDEMOSSA’ 
EMBRACE YOU  
ULTIMATELY ENJOYING THE OUTDOOR LIFE 



VALLDEMOSSA chair, VITORIA table.  BACKGROUND: CADIZ daybed, VALLDEMOSSA lounge chair & sofa, CADIZ coffee table.
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VALLDEMOSSA chair, SEVILLA table.



VALLDEMOSSA lounge chair & sofa, CADIZ coffee table.
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VIGO daybed, FARO coffee table, ARIZONA parasol.
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VIKING low dining chair on wheels & low dining table.



BOREK
BY FRANS VAN RENS

Beauty, innovation and simplicity are the basis for the designs of Frans van Rens. He graduated with 

honours from the Design Academy Eindhoven and is a designer pur sang. His design studio, VAN 

RENS DESIGN, is specialized in the design of consumer products, retail design and public design. A 

wide design diversity that already has led to many successful and timeless products. Frans has become 

famous for his unique work for the Dutch railways. He designed both the interior and the exterior of 

the latest double decker trains for Dutch Rail. Also the new bicycle shelters on the Dutch Rail stations 

are designed by him. Both an icon in the Dutch landscape. In the meantime Frans enjoys international 

fame with an original Dutch Design signature. “I find my passion and challenge in bringing together 

aesthetic and functional product properties. In a good design, these ingredients, are in balance and 

provide a timeless product. With this starting point, I have designed the Viking, Boomerang & Hybrid 

series for BOREK. For example, the Viking collection is a sturdy, elegant and very comfortable set. 

Available in different designs such as lounge, low dining and dining. All versions are available in durable 

aluminium. My designs for BOREK combine the ultimate in 

comfort, beauty and quality, so you can enjoy a timeless and 

premium outdoor living.”
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LIVING LIFE 
AT ITS BEST
VIKING BY FRANS VAN RENS 

VIKING low dining chair on wheels, lounge chair, lounger, low dining table, coffee table & side table.
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HYBRID lounge chair on wheels, sofa on wheels & coffee table.



HYBRID lounger on wheels, RODI parasol.
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LUXX
RELAXED COMFORT



LUXX relax lounge chair & ottoman.
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VIKING low dining chair on wheels & low dining table.



INVISIBLE INNOVATION
VIKING LOW DINING CHAIR ON WHEELS

The Viking low dining chair is equipped with 

invisible wheel gliders. As the first in the world 

Borek proudly introduced this innovation designed 

by Frans van Rens. Moving the seats is extremely 

effortless, silent and takes the total user experience 

to the next level of outdoor living.
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VIKING chair, table, sofa & coffee table.



VIKING XL lounge, FORCE side table.
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VIKING XL
THE ULTIMATE LOUNGE EXPERIENCE

VIKING XL lounge, FORCE side table.
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VIKING lounger & side table, RODI parasol.



BOOMERANG chair without armrests & table.
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TAVIRA chair, FARO table.



TAVIRA, 
OVERSIZED 

COMFORT
BY STUDIO BOREK

The Tavira is Borek’s response to the trend of ‘the grand gesture’. The oversized belt - combined with the anthracite 

frame - gives the collection a magnificent look. The only way to achieve the oversized result is braiding the belt by 

hand. Tavira offers a grand collection and includes a dining chair, lounge chair, and a spacious sofa. The large seat and 

back cushions for the lounge chair and sofa come in the color Dolomite. This collection can be excellently combined 

to create any desired lounge setup. BOREK connects indoor and outdoor living in style. Enjoy your garden and terrace 

in any way you want with BOREK outdoor furniture, exceptionally beautiful, exceptionally sustainable. 
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TAVIRA lounge chair, FARO coffee table.



TAVIRA lounge chair, FARO side table.
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LENO Beanbag



VITORIA lounger, VERONA parasol.

CALPE stackable chair, VITORIA table.
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CALCARA lounger.



ESTORIL lounge chair & sofa, FARO coffee table.
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CALCARA lounger, LENO beanbag, DESIO pouffe.



LENO beanbag, DESIO pouffe.
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ALTEA lounge chair & sofa, LAZISE coffee table, POSITANO lantern. 



ALTEA lounge chair, LAZISE coffee table. 
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ALTEA lounge chair & sofa, SEVILLA coffee table.



CALCARA lounger, REFLEX parasol.

ALTEA lounge chair, TARIFA coffee table.
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ALTEA lounge, MORELLA lounge chair, FARO coffee table, CROCHETTE pouffe.



FRIAS stackable chair, AZOREN table.
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VITORIA double lounger, TARIFA side table.



LINCOLN chair, PARGA table & backless bench. 
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LINCOLN chair, PARGA table. 



VITORIA double lounger. 

LINCOLN chair, PARGA table. 
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TAKE A SEAT
AND RELAX

VITORIA lounger.



JACA chair, VITORIA table, MURCIA lounge, coffee table, side table & island/table, CROCHETTE decorative cushion & pouffe, TRAY.
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SAMOS chair, ARTA table.



A successful collection dining and side tables. The beautiful lines of white aluminum combined with the marble 

coloured tops stand out immediately. The tops are made with the patented Dekton® material and placed behind a 

wide, raised rim. The wide rim gives the ARTA table its robust look. Dekton® is a unique material that looks and feels 

like natural stone but has a number of additional and pioneering properties. The material is entirely abrasion-proof, 

colourfast, resistant to extreme heat and heat-thaw resistant. Furthermore, Dekton® is non-porous so it does not 

absorb any fluids, making the furniture easy to clean and maintain. Enjoy your outdoor living this season with unique 

Borek furniture!

A STATE  
OF ‘ARTA’

BY STUDIO BOREK 
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ARTA side table.

REFINED 
& ARTFUL
BY BOREK



SAMOS chair, ARTA table.
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CADIZ daybed, TRAY.

CADIZ, 
TEAK ANNO 2022
RECLAIMED FOR THE FUTURE 
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CADIZ lounge, LAGOS coffee table & side table, SILVES Wing chair & ottoman. Background: CADIZ lounger.



CADIZ chair without armrests & table.

CADIZ lounger, TARIFA side table, PORTIMAO parasol.
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CADIZ lounger, TARIFA side table.



SILVES chair, CADIZ table.
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COIMBRA sofa, lounge chair & ottoman.



The flowing lines of the COIMBRA collection designed by Jan Willem van Elten, subtly put an end to the concept of 

‘straight and angular’. Teak combined with coated stainless steel in an open structure and with an eye for ultimate 

seating comfort. COIMBRA is available as an armchair, ottoman and very spacious lounge sofa. The unprecedented 

luxury cushions are beautifully designed in weather-resistant fabric with a coarse structure and warm natural colour. 

COIMBRA is very popular with people who appreciate comfort; they definitely appreciate the slightly higher back 

and seat. 

COIMBRA
HIP TO BE ROUND
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COIMBRA sofa, lounge chair & ottoman.



COIMBRA sofa.
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MAJINTO & 
GUARDA
OUTDOOR LIVING DOESN’T GET ANY  
BETTER THAN WITH BOREK!



MAJINTO chair, GUARDA table.  BACKGROUND: ALTEA lounge, MORELLA lounge chair, FARO coffee table, CROCHETTE pouffe.
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MAJINTO high dining chair, FARO high dining table, CAPRI parasol.



MAJINTO high dining chair.
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MONSARAZ lounge chair & sofa.



BOREK
BY MAARTEN OLDEN

Maarten Olden started his MO,O design studio in Amsterdam in 2002. Good projects 

are the result of a continuous design process from its initiation to its completion. 

Maarten Olden enters into an intensive collaboration with his client with the ambition 

of achieving an optimal result. Questions are approached critically and realistically. The 

designer remains closely involved during all stages of a project and often supervises the 

implementation processes. MO,O has an extensive network of specialists who can be 

involved in the process. This way, the best result for the client can be guaranteed. For 

Borek Maarten developed the Monsaraz collection. This furniture line is characterised 

by a rounded lineation, creating a fine contrast with the mainly orthogonal design of 

modern houses and connecting with the surrounding nature. The experience with 

wickerwork gained in previous collections, Maarten Olden’s vision and the contributions 

of Borek’s team complement one another 

perfectly in Monsaraz.
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MONSARAZ
A GRACEFUL AND OPEN RETRO LOOK 



MONSARAZ lounge chair & sofa.
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RELAX 
TO THE MAX
BY STUDIO BOREK 



NIDO daybed
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AVEIRO lounge chair & ottoman. 



MAJESTIC
THE LAP OF LUXURY
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AVEIRO lounge chair, TARIFA side table.



OVAR adjustable lounger.

LOUNGE TIME
BY STUDIO BOREK 
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VIGO daybed.



DESIO pouffe, TRAY.
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MADEIRA lounge chair, TARIFA side table.

MADEIRA, 
MY DEAR?



MADEIRA chair, TARIFA table.
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ESPINHO chair, VENICE table.



TIMELESS 
BEAUTY
BY BOREK
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LUXX relax lounge chair & ottoman, LENO beanbag.
BACKGROUND: CHEPRI lounge chair, sofa, side table & coffee table, HYBRID low dining chair & table, ISCHIA parasol.
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HYBRID low dining chair on wheels & table, ISCHIA parasol.



CHEPRI lounge chair, sofa, side table & coffee table. 
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CHEPRI lounge chair & side table.



CHEPRI coffee table & side table.
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CHEPRI lounge chair, sofa, coffee table & side table.



HYBRID lounger on wheels & side table.
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RESTAURANT OONIVOO, UDEN

SOME OF OUR 
PROJECTS
BOREK DUTCH DESIGN: MADE FOR INTENSIVE USE

Due to excellent quality and choice of materials Borek furniture and 

parasols are perfect for intensive use. For that reason many professionals 

know how to find us for the set-up of their restaurants, hotels and spa’s. 

On these pages a small impression of some of our projects.



RESTAURANT NOBLE, ‘S-HERTOGENBOSCH
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EXCELLENCE
BY STUDIO BOREK 

NIDUM | HOUSE OF INSPIRATION & RESTAURANT OVUM, GRAVE
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HOTEL CASTELL D´EMPORDÀ, LA BISBAL D’EMPORDÀ, GIRONA, SPANJE
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SOME OF OUR PROJECTS

BERNARDUS GOLF AND MEMORIES & RESTAURANT NOBLE KITCHEN, CROMVOIRT



• RESTAURANT OVUM, GRAVE 

• PARC BROEKHUIZEN, LEERSUM

• HOTEL RESTAURANT CASTELL D’EMPORDA, 
LA BISBAL, SPAIN

• RESTAURANT VIGOR, VUGHT

• RESTAURANT RITZI, STUTTGART, GERMANY

• GRAND HOTEL HUIS TER DUIN, NOORDWIJK

• INTERCONTINENTAL HOTEL AMSTEL, 
AMSTERDAM

• HOTEL DON CESAR, PORTO-VECCHIO, 
CORSICA, FRANCE

• THE HUNTING LODGE, ROZENDAAL

• RESTAURANT EN LANDHUIS WOLFSLAAR, 
BREDA

• FOOTBALL CLUB AFC, AMSTERDAM

• MANOIR RESTAURANT INTER SCALDES, 
KRUININGEN

• BERNARDUS GOLF AND MEMORIES & 
RESTAURANT NOBLE KITCHEN, CROMVOIRT

• VILA VITA PARC RESORT & SPA, PORCHES, 
PORTUGAL

• RESTAURANT VANOUDS, DOETINCHEM

• RESTAURANT ALMA, OISTERWIJK

• RON GASTROBAR, AMSTERDAM

• RESTAURANT NOBLE, ’S-HERTOGENBOSCH

• MAGNA TYRES GROUP / DAMI LUXURY 
INTERIOR, WAALWIJK

• BREAKERS BEACH HOUSE BY GRAND 
HOTEL HUIS TER DUIN, NOORDWIJK

• RESTAURANT OONIVOO, UDEN

• RESTAURANT FLICKA, KERKDRIEL

• RESTAURANT HET BADPAVILJOEN, 
DOMBURG

• HOTEL WALDORF ASTORIA, AMSTERDAM

• PRAIA VERDE BOUTIQUE HOTEL, CASTRO 
MARIM, PORTUGAL

• RESTAURANT DE HEER KOCKEN, VUGHT

• RESTAURANT O&O, SINT WILLEBRORD

• EETCAFE DE KLIKSPAAN, ZANDVOORT

• AMADORE HOTEL RESTAURANT DE 
KAMPERDUINEN, KAMPERLAND

• AMADORE HOTEL RESTAURANT ARION, 
VLISSINGEN

• AMADORE GRAND CAFÉ RAYMONDO, 
VLISSINGEN

• AMADORE CAFÉ RESTAURANT STEFANO’S, 
VLISSINGEN

• RESTAURANT HOTEL & SPA SAVARIN, 
RIJSWIJK

• 24 BY AVENIDA HOTEL & RESIDENCES, 
KAPRUN, AUSTRIA

• PATISSERIE CHOCOLATERIE SARANNE, 
OISTERWIJK

• RESTAURANT DE SWAEN, OISTERWIJK

• WHITE ROCK VILLAS, MYKONOS, GREECE

• RESTAURANT KOK VERHOEVEN, TILBURG

• FLETCHER HOTEL, AMSTERDAM

• MOOR WINING AND DINING & MOOR-UP, 
OISTERWIJK

• HMB RESTAURANT, ROTTERDAM

• RÉSIDENCE MONTE CARLO SUN, MONACO

• AUBERGE DU BONHEUR, TILBURG

• RESTAURANT SEC, OISTERWIJK

• RESTAURANT LOKAAL 1650, 
’S-HERTOGENBOSCH

• CREMATORIUM, TILBURG
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BOREK
OVER 45 YEARS OF QUALITY
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Scan the code for a virtual tour 
of the Borek showroom

https://bit.ly/showroom-borek

VERY 
WELCOME
BY BOREK

A total experience of the highest level on more than 1,200 m²  

with a focus on appearance, experience, quality and service.
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Calpe 139
Faro 60 - 61
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Jaca 155
Murcia 80 - 84 | 155
Samos  58 | 156 | 159
Viking  118 - 121 | 126 - 132
Vitoria 139 | 150 | 153 - 154 
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(RECLAIMED) TEAK TABLES & ACCESSORIES PAGE

Cadiz 4 | 50 | 52 - 53 | 99 - 101 | 113 | 115 | 163 | 165
Chepri 34 - 35
Hybrid 10 - 12 | 14 - 15 | 24 - 27 | 30 | 122 | 190 | 192 |  197
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Chepri 16 - 19 | 21 | 32 - 33 | 42 | 191 | 193 - 196

TEAK/(COATED) STAINLESS STEEL TABLES 

Pesaro 85 | 110 -111

TEAK/ALUMINIUM TABLES  
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DEKTON/(COATED) STAINLESS STEEL TABLES  

Arta 156 - 159
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 170 | 172 - 173 
Peniche 36 - 37 | 39 - 41 | 54 - 55
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Bergen 90 | 92 - 93
Force 62 | 94 | 129 - 130
(Lunch) tray 88 | 161 | 185
Murcia 80 - 81 | 155
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Vitoria 82 | 112 - 113 | 139 | 155

ALUMINIUM/ROPE TABLES 

Cosenza 74 - 76
Lagos 162

WOODEN PARASOLS 

Elena 13 | 55
Enzo not shown
Lucia 38

ALUMINIUM PARASOLS 

Arizona 116
Braga 46
Florida 70
Monroe  not shown
Portimao 77 | 163
Reflex 147

SIDE POST PARASOLS 

Capri 34 - 35 | 172
Duo not shown 
Flexy not shown
Ischia 73 | 190 | 192
Porto 76 | 204 - 205
Quattro not shown
Rodi 22 | 79 | 123 | 132

METAL PARASOLS 

Ancona not shown
Flower  not shown
Parma not shown
Verona 139

This brochure is composed with a lot of carefulness. Borek is not responsible for deviations in colours and/or the models.
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